
Annexure-1 
Electronic TLD Management System (ETMS) 

Technical Specifications 
A. Introduction: 
Personnel monitoring of radiation workers for external dose is done by Thermo Luminescence 
Dosimeters (TLDs) in NPCIL. TLD is a proprietary item with fixed dimensions: (59 mm X 36 mm X 7 
mm). 
 
Individual is issued a TLD in beginning of the month. Around 800-1000 workers are issued TLDs in a 
month and these TLDs are arranged in the order on a wall mounted rack at the entrance of the 
controlled area. Each TLD is identified with a TLD Number of individual and his photo on the 
cassette. Each individual while entering in the controlled area picks his TLD form the rack and wear 
it after confirming with his TLD number and photo. While returning from the controlled area TLDs are 
kept back on their assigned place on the rack. These TLDs will be used throughout the month. At 
the end of the month used TLDs are collected and sent for processing and persons are issued new 
TLD for the next month. 
 
The Purpose of the Electronic TLD Management System (ETMS) is to control Thermo Luminescence 
Dosimeters (TLD) access such that each individual should have the access to only his TLD allotted 
by the administrator and track when a TLD is drawn and returned by individuals. The above 
requirement is to be achieved by attaching a RFID tag externally to the TLD. TLD will be locked 
once inserted in the socket and will be released only after authenticating the individual through NPCIL 
RFID card/ PIN/Finger print in the system. 
 
Electronic TLD Management System (ETMS) will have the following: 

1. Authentication unit: This unit will have RFID Card reader, keypad & finger print reader and 
color screen of size ≥ 3.5” for display. It will identify the individuals by their Access control 
card issued by NPCIL (RFID card), PIN entry and Finger print. 

2. TLD Storing unit: This unit shall have sockets to hold TLDs. Each TLD cassettes are attached 
with the RFID tag externally. RFID tags are encoded with unique numbers thereby every TLD 
is uniquely identified. Once the TLD is inserted in the socket it will be locked. The allotted 
TLD will be unlocked only if correct credential is fed through authentication unit and becomes 
available for the picking by the users. If credential is incorrect, then “Invalid user” will be 
prompted at the display of authentication unit. 

3. Above authentication unit and TLD storing units will be seamlessly integrated in a cabinet 
called Electronic TLD Cabinet (ETC) and controlled through software 
 

The above mentioned electronic TLD cabinet system should meet following technical specifications: 
 
B. Cabinet specifications: 

1. Each cabinet should hold ≥ 180 TLD Badge. The cabinet shall be wall mountable. 
2. The cabinet should be made of 18SWG M.S. Powder coated with SS front plate  
3. The size of cabinet should not be more than 1000 mm (W) × 1000 mm (H) × 150 mm (D). 



4. The construction of the each cabinet should be modular in nature so that individual faulty 
module can be serviced independently. 

5. Each TLD storing module should have < 50 sockets for storing TLD badges.  
6. Each TLD cassette should be fitted with RFID tag externally. These RFID tags should be 

encoded uniquely thereby every TLD badge is uniquely identified. These RFID coding should 
be linked to the user through the identity card (RFID Card) issued by NPCIL. However TLD 
functionality must not be impaired in any manner. 

7. Each cabinet should have a authentication unit to read access control card issued by NPCIL 
(RFID card) / PIN entry / Finger print reader (NPCIL will not supply RFID cards while 
designing, development and testing of the ETMS at vender premise) 

8. System should prompt the message to the user on the display regarding the availability / non 

availability of the TLD on the cabinet after verifying the user credentials. 

9. The cabinet should release TLDs to individual user against their RFID card/PIN entry/Finger 
print, thereby ensuring only authorized person access to his TLD. 

10. TLD should be disengaged from the socket and ready to take out within 3 second after 

feeding the individual credentials. If TLD not taken out after 3 seconds, the system should re-

lock the TLD. 

11. Once the TLD badge is inserted in any of the socket of the cabinet by the user, it should be 
locked by system automatically and the same will be prompted by displaying message about 
TLD receipt. 

12. The cabinet should work in stand-alone mode and also in networked mode. The controller 

shall communicate with host computer using RS485 and Ethernet interface. 

13. Each cabinet should have provision to operate for 4 hours in case of mains power failure.  
14. There should not be any loss of data from the memory of the system in case of total power 

failure (Mains as well as battery failure) and system should start working as it was working 
before power failure on the resumption of power. 

15. If any socket loses its capability to lock and unlock the inserted TLD, it should generate a 
alarm for administrator/supervisors. 

16. It shall have a provision to release all the TLDs (Bulk removal of TLDs) from the cabinet by 
administrator. 

17. Background monitoring: Each cabinet should have background gamma radiation monitoring 
system and logging facility using of GM tube ( With sensitivity > 60 cps/mR/hr for Co-60) with 
reading displayed at cabinet and should give alarm (both audio & visual) at cabinet location on 
exceeding defined set point. Suitable alert like beep through software should be available in 
operator (e.g. Shift HP) room. 

18. The cabinet should log the recent issue and return transactions ≥ 25000 transactions in its 
local memory. 

19. Host PC system and LAN: Server PC with Display, 16 port network switch, 10 meter LAN 
cable will be provided by the supplier for dedicated networking of the system. Networking will 
be carried out by the supplier at the time of installation. The networking should be extended 



up to HPU shift room for SHPs so that they can control the electronic TLD management 
system from HPU Shift room on requirement basis.  

20. Operating conditions: 
a) Power supply: 230 ± 10 V AC 
b) Operating temperature: up to 55 Degree C. 
c) Humidity: Should work up to 95% RH 
 

C. Cabinet Management Software: 
1. All installed TLD cabinets should be managed by latest windows based user friendly software 

and LAN networking. 
2. The software will have provision to maintain master database of TLD numbers with Employees 

details and provisions for their upkeep (add, edit, delete). 
3. For registration of employees and configuration of TLDs by the administrator, following input 

devices should be provided along with necessary software and drivers. 
a. 1 No. of USB based RFID card reader. 
b. 2 Nos. of USB based Finger print reader 
c. Device to code RFID tag 

4. Software will upload TLD numbers and personnel details like Employee No., Photos, PIN (if 
any), and finger prints and other parameters to the TLD cabinet from server and their upkeep. 

5. Software should have provision to download TLD transactions from the TLD cabinet memory 
on real time basis. 

6. All the TLD transactions should be recorded and preserved in the server PC with facility to 

delete old records on requirement.  

7. The system should have provision to detect the presence of more than one RFID tag allotted 
to same person on TLD cabinet and alert should be prompted to user at cabinet and to 
supervisor/administrator at server terminal and SHP room. 

8. The software should also provide login and password protection for administrators and 
supervisors with restricted privileges. Each login/logout of the administrators /Supervisors shall 
be logged with date and time stamp. 

9. Administrator shall have privilege to 
a. Access to all TLDs (Edit details of TLD/Individuals). 
b. Unlock any / all TLDs on the cabinet. 
c. Set the alarm point to background gamma monitors / Contamination monitors 
d. Managing administrators, supervisors and users with necessary privileges and their 

passwords 
10. Administrator shall have privilege to generate reports in pdf, excel format, acknowledge the 

alarms or notification generated in the system, The system should have provision of data 
backup facility.  

11. The supplier shall modify the software as per the requirement of the user based on operating 
experience within a period of one year from the commissioning of system. 
 

D. Server PC with Display 



1) Server PC with display should be provided along with electronic TLD management system. 
2) Processor: - Dedicated server type processor with minimum clock speed of 1.7GHz.  
3) Memory :- 16GB DDR4 
4) HDD:- At least Two 2TB SATA HDD for storage and One 1TB SATA HDD for operating 

system booting (Form factor :LFF) 
5) Network :- Integrated dual port 1GB Ethernet adapter   
6) Drive cage: - LFF drive cage of minimum 4 slots. 
7) Optical drive:- SATA DVD-RW 
8) Software: - Following software packages should be provided in optical media (official release) 

from OEM. 
i) Licensed version of server type operating system should be provided with server pc 

assembly.  
ii) Licensed version of software package compatible with MS office package components 

should be provided.  
9) Display: - 23” touch screen display monitor should be provided. 
10) Keyboard & Mouse: - Multimedia USB keyboard and mouse should be provided. 
11) Necessary documents should be provided for warranty coverage from OEM.  

 
 
E. User Console Unit /Authentication Unit: 

1. This unit should be compatible with TLD cabinet as per Section B. 
2. Color screen of size ≥ 3.5” to convey status, messages, time of delay etc. should be provided. 
3. Capacitive touch of 12 keys numeric keypad for user interaction should be provided. 
4. Biometric Finger Print sensor should be provided on user console unit for user identification.. 
5. RFID Smartcard reader (suitable to fetch NPCIL ID card data) should be provided for user 

identification. 
6. Card reading and processing time should be < 200ms 
7. 100base-T Ethernet LAN interface for communication with server computer should be provided. 
8. Front plate should be made of SS 

 
F. TLD Storing Unit: 

1. This unit should be compatible with TLD cabinet as per Section B. 
2. Consists of ≥ 12 sockets to place TLD Badges and one socket for emergency release device 
3. Multi-color LED above each socket to indicate release of TLD should be provided. 
4. Typical TLD dispensing time ≤ 3Sec. 
5. RS485 Interface for communication with TLD Master should be provided. 
6. ID setting facility should be provided. 
7. Front plate should be made of SS. 

 
G. Power Supply Unit: 

1. The supplied power supply unit should meet power requirement of single TLD cabinet. 
2. It should have in built battery of 12V, 7Ah rechargeable type for backup power supply in case 

of main power failure.. 



3. Suitable LED indication (On/Off status of the power supply from main) should be provided. 
4. The power supply unit should have deep discharge cutoff facility for protection of inbuilt 

battery. 
5. It should be wall mountable. The enclosure should be metallic and powder coated. 
 

H. Encapsulated RFID Tags: 
1. It should be 125KHz EM41xx  type RFID tags 
2. It should be encapsulated suitably for attaching to TLD cassettes.  
3. It should have IP66 rating and washable.  
4. The tags should be compatible with TLD holding module so that TLD badges can be locked in 

TLD storing module. 
 
I. Emergency Release Tool: 

1. It should be battery powered to release any TLD Badge in case of total power failure to TLD 
cabinet. The tool should be software independent and should work in any TLD cabinet. 

2. It should be provided with Suitable battery pack 
3. It should be provided with suitable power adapter 

 
 

J. Packing and Safe Delivery:- 
1. All the items should be packed such that materials should not be damaged in transit.  
2. Server PC & Display, USB card reader, USB finger print reader etc. should be supplied in 

manufacturer’s packing box. 
 
K. Installation & training of Electronic TLD Management System 

1. The supplier should supply, install, and commission the system at the NPCIL KAPP 3&4 site.  
2. Power supply point will be provided by NPCIL within 1 meter of each TLD cabinet. 
3. TLDs cassettes will be provided by NPCIL units for affixing RFID tags. 
4. The supplier should impart training to NPCIL KAPP 3&4 personnel regarding usage of TLD 

management system, basic troubleshooting, administrative operation, affixing RFID tags to TLD 
cassettes etc.  
 

L. Documentation: 
1. Two hard copies and soft copy of the following shall be supplied  

a. Operating manual & 
b. Maintenance manual containing Troubleshooting, PCB layout, component mounting, full 

circuit diagram and details about the internal wiring. 
 

 


